A SHORTER HISTORY OF ENGLAND
system. It was something sacred in the morals of the time that
Christian princes should not compete with one another for the
newly discovered lands, nor trade with the ports of those princes
save under such regulations as they might have made. The
Spaniards and Portuguese had been first in the field, and had fixed
their settlements all over the far shore of the Atlantic, save to the
north of Florida. From thence, right up to the Arctic regions,
there was opportunity for settlement. The disadvantage of
most of this seaboard lay in the long and horribly cold winter
of a sort to which Western Europeans were quite unaccus-
tomed. In the southern half of this territory the adventurers
of the last reign had attempted to found a colony to which
had been given the name of Virginia, strangely associated with
Elizabeth herself, but the effort had come to nothing, and the
last miserable survivors had to be shipped away. But now
under James the first small beginnings of the English colonies
began, a century later than the much larger experiments of
Spain, Just after the Gunpowder Plot more than a hundred
colonists went out and settled on the river which was then
called James (after the King), forming Jamestown. The
Spaniards had been there long before, but had not stayed.
The cultivation of tobacco, the staple of the place, began, and
the characteristic institution of slavery appeared after a dozen
years. The colony was a royal colony, part and parcel of the
English dominions and following the royal religion; the old
name of the abandoned Virginia was continued, applying to a
much larger length of coast than the shore of the present state
of that name. On the northern part of the coast, where the
winters made a very different climate, another quite separate
effort at colonization took place more than a dozen years later
than that of Virginia. It grew out of two original colonies
settled in Plymouth and Massachusetts Bay. These settlements
remained quite small, but before the end of the reign they had
been strengthened by the arrival of a group of immigrants who
added to the desire for gain by trade (they had been financed
with that object) an intense Puritanism which had already led
numbers of them to leave England for Holland before making
tbb new venture. The Crown had given them leave to occupy
knd pretty well anywhere on the northern coast; had such
extension been adopted it would have gone beyond the Dutch
settlements in the centre, on the Hudson. But in practice the
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